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Abstract: Generalist mice are key species for the long-term dynamics of fragmented forests due
to their dual role as seed dispersers or predators of the dominant trees. Wood mice, Apodemus
sylvaticus, usually act as a net predator in woodlots due to higher winter densities and earlier winter
reproduction than in forests. Here we analyze the recruitment expectations of young mice born in
woodlots in relation to food availability through an index of developmental stability that combined
values of fluctuating asymmetry (FA) for six traits of the lower mandibles. FA was measured in
young and adult mice caught at the end of the winter in control woodlots, food-supplemented
woodlots and in a nearby large forest. Despite low sample sizes (n = 9 for young and n = 74 for
adults), FA in young mice born in control woodlots were significantly higher than in those from
food-supplemented woodlots and the forest and in all adults. Food limitation in woodlots was thus
associated with increased developmental instability of young mice, but it had no effect on adults.
Instability likely reduced the survival prospects of young mice through increased mortality, and this
should be compensated by yearly recolonization of woodlots by adults from the agricultural matrix
in autumn and winter. Future work analyzing mechanisms suggested here but using non-lethal
methods will be important to clarify the impacts of FA on the population dynamics of wood mice.

Keywords: fluctuating asymmetry; food addition experiment; lower mandible; oak forests; oak woodlots

1. Introduction

Habitat loss and fragmentation are the global-change drivers with the strongest nega-
tive impacts on biodiversity [1–3]. Most research efforts on these drivers have been focused
on habitat specialists, as it is accepted that the negative effects of habitat loss should be
strongest for species more dependent on the fragmented habitat [1,4,5]. Nonetheless, cur-
rent views are shifting towards a more comprehensive analysis of community responses
to fragmentation, including both habitat specialists and generalists [6]. The latter may be
more abundant in disturbed areas [7], modulating key ecological processes within these
areas due to their higher abundance and ubiquity [8].

In particular, populations of generalist rodents can affect food webs in fragmented
landscapes since they are important prey of predators such as weasels and ermines, Mustela
spp.; martens, Martes spp.; foxes, Vulpes vulpes; or cats, Felis spp. [9]. In addition, as seed
consumers, they can modulate the recruitment cycle of dominant trees [10–12]. In this line,
the wood mouse, Apodemus sylvaticus, is widespread in fragmented holm oak, Quercus ilex,
woodlands, where it can be an important prey for carnivores and raptors [13–15]. Moreover,
thanks to its scatter–hoarding foraging behavior, it may be the only seed disperser available
for oaks, though it can also act as a net seed predator, imposing strong limitations to
tree recruitment [16–18]. Both factors are modulated by mice densities, which, in turn,
depend on the local habitat quality of woodlots embedded in the agricultural matrix and of
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nearby forests [19]. Food availability is one of the most important factors affecting quality,
modifying the population dynamics of wood mice across the landscape [20] and their
foraging behavior [17]. The per capita seed availability can modify their willingness to store
seeds or in situ predation, and hence their role as seed dispersers or net predators [16–18].

In general, wood mice are thought to tolerate, and even benefit from, forest fragmenta-
tion thanks to their ability to exploit food resources available in the matrix in spring and
summer, retreating to woodlots after harvest [21–24]. During autumn–winter, wood mice in-
habiting small woodlots may benefit from the enhanced acorn production of holm oak trees
and food resources available in the nearby matrix (e.g., seeds from harvested crops) [25,26].
Both factors can explain the enhanced reproductive activity of mice in small fragments
and forest edges during autumn [17,25,27], which represents the beginning of the main
breeding season in the Mediterranean region [28,29]. However, food-addition experiments
have demonstrated nutritional limitations for adult wood mice wintering in small woodlots,
which may suffer from lower survival prospects throughout the winter [30]. Moreover,
enhanced mouse densities in small woodlots can negatively affect population growth [28],
suggesting that earlier reproduction is not necessarily linked to successful recruitment. In
this context, evaluating the body condition of young mice inhabiting woodlots could shed
some light on the actual condition of populations in fragmented landscapes.

In this work, we aim to evaluate if fragmentation negatively affects the survival
prospects of young woody mice and if such effects are mediated by food availability in
small woodlots. To this end, we re-analyzed mice material collected in a food-addition
experiment carried out to establish whether adult mice populations were food-limited
at the end of the winter [30]. To evaluate if food limitation in young mice could affect
their survival prospects, we compared the developmental stability of individuals born in
supplemented small woodlots with respect to that of controls and large forest fragments,
and also the stability of young and adult mice. Given the previously observed food
limitation observed in adults wintering in small fragments [30], we expected (a) higher
developmental instability of mice born in small woodlots and (b) that food supplementation
would decrease the levels of FA of animals to similar values of those found in individuals
inhabiting forest habitats. Finally, we expected that differences in FA should be stronger in
young individuals than in adults, as the latter could have compensated for higher initial
levels of FA during development or incurred in differential mortality [31].

2. Material and Methods
2.1. Study Area and Experimental Design

Field work was carried out near the localities of Quintanar de la Orden–Mota del
Cuervo–Los Hinojosos (Toledo–Cuenca provinces; 30S 5080, UTM 43790; Figure 1). The
landscape is composed of dry cereals and legume croplands, with scattered small grape
and olive groves (Figure 1). The original Holm oak, Quercus ilex, forest covers 28% of
the study area only, and it is distributed as fragments of a wide variety of extensions.
Holm oaks dominate the tree layer, whereas the understory shrub layer is composed of
species in the genera Genista, Asparagus, Rhamnus, and Quercus. Annual crops are harvested
in midsummer (June–July), and perennial crops in autumn–winter, whereas the natural
vegetation produces fruits in autumn, after the summer drought typical of Mediterranean
climates. Hence, food availability in the landscape peaks in autumn rather than in summer,
as happens in other temperate climates, due to the effects of drought (see [30] and references
therein for a full description).
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Figure 1. Study area and sampling design. The upper map shows the location of the study area in 
the Iberian Peninsula, and the lower sketch the distribution of woodlots (circles: open, control wood-
lot; closed, food-addition experiment) and the large forest fragment (gray patch). Sampled forest 
fragments are distributed among the localities of Quintanar de la Orden, Los Hinojosos, and Mota 
del Cuervo. Continuous lines indicate roads (both paved and unpaved), and broken lines indicate 
the transects within the forest where traps were located (see Figure 1 in [30] for details). 

We captured all individuals present in the studied woodlots during four nights 
around the new moon of March 1996 (18–21 March), as well as a sample of the individuals 
living in the large forest during the same trapping nights. We used snap traps baited with 
a piece of oiled cotton ribbon. Snap traps kill the trapped individuals at once, reducing 
suffering. We obtained the necessary permits to perform this study from the correspond-
ing authorities. Traps were set in pairs to avoid saturation. Trapping stations were dis-
tributed over the entire woodlot in fragments. In the forest, they were spaced 15 m along 
line transects running >60 m away from borders [27] (Figure 1). We set six pairs of traps 
in fragments <1 ha, eight pairs in the larger woodlots, and 100 pairs in two 50-pair tran-
sects in the forest. We checked traps early in the morning (06:00–08:00 h GMT) and late in 
the afternoon (17:00–19:00 h GMT). The individuals caught were placed in plastic bags 
and transferred daily to the laboratory, where they were sexed, checked for levels of re-
productive activity, and measured (body mass to the nearest g with a spring balance and 
condylobasal length (CBL) to the nearest 0.01 mm with a vernier calliper). We classified 
mice as young if they were sexually inactive and had a CBL <23.0 mm and a body mass 

Figure 1. Study area and sampling design. The upper map shows the location of the study area
in the Iberian Peninsula, and the lower sketch the distribution of woodlots (circles: open, control
woodlot; closed, food-addition experiment) and the large forest fragment (gray patch). Sampled
forest fragments are distributed among the localities of Quintanar de la Orden, Los Hinojosos, and
Mota del Cuervo. Continuous lines indicate roads (both paved and unpaved), and broken lines
indicate the transects within the forest where traps were located (see Figure 1 in [30] for details).

Wood mice populations exploit the agricultural matrix during spring and summer,
but they only occupy woodlots and shrub patches during winter, where they reproduce
(see [21,25] and references therein). Mouse densities and reproductive activity increase as
forest fragment size decreases [25], despite there being strong evidence for food limitation
in fragments due to strong food depletion throughout the winter (see [10] and references
therein). Seed depletion is especially strong in the smallest woodlots (<2 ha), because
winter abundance of wood mice is larger in the first 60 m of forest edge than in the forest
interior [27]. Finally, there is experimental evidence of food limitation by the adult fraction
of mice populations breeding in winter in the smallest Holm oak fragments. Females
survive better, and males are able to reproduce without losing anti-parasite abilities and
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potential survival prospects, when food is experimentally supplemented along the winter
reproductive season [30].

To distinguish the effects of food supply from other environmental factors associated
to fragmentation, we manipulated winter food availability in oak woodlots during January–
March 1996 (Figure 1; see [30] for details). Briefly, we selected nine pairs of forest fragments
smaller than 2 ha and surrounded by fallow fields. Wood mice are known to use fallows
close to the border of fragments (up to c.a. 10 m) to forage from permanent refuges
at fragments and forests edges [27], but there is no evidence of use of the agricultural
matrix far from forest edges [21]. Fragments within pairs were similar in size, shape, and
vegetation structure and were located nearby. For each pair, one of the fragments was
selected at random to supply excess food throughout the winter (January and February
1996), leaving the other fragment as a control. We supplemented woodlots with canary
(Phalaris canariensis) seeds (32 kg ha−1·month−1), a food that is readily used by wood mice
in wild conditions [30]. We established the amount of food supplemented to exceed the
winter requirements of expected mice populations, using data on mouse densities gathered
in comparable studies, estimates of the winter food requirements of an average mice, and
the energy contents of canary seeds; the food added would have maintained 39 times
(range 36–49, n = 9) more mice than the numbers caught (see [30] for details). Seeds were
hand-scattered homogeneously under tree and shrub cover to prevent use by seed-eating
birds and to facilitate use by mice during two visits, one in mid-January and the other in
mid-February. We checked whether wood mice used the supplemental food by means of
Petri dishes (9 cm diameter) filled with canary seeds set during five days around the new
moon of February (19–24 February). Trays were placed under cover to avoid consumption
by seed-eating birds and checked for missing seeds, remains of seed coats, and wood mouse
droppings that appeared in 20–100% of trays in the nine experimental woodlots [30]. In
addition, to compare the effects of food supply in small woodlots with respect to forest
habitat, we sampled a nearby large forest (1800 ha), where much lower mice abundance is
expected to have enhanced food conditions [25]. We checked acorn availability by counting
acorns in the canopies and on the ground below oak canopies in a sample of trees. Only
three woodlots had acorns on the ground, and only five had some acorns still attached
to the tree canopies out of the 18 selected, and acorn densities were moderate to low as
compared to other Holm oak forests, thus indicating low acorn productivity in the study
years [30].

We captured all individuals present in the studied woodlots during four nights around
the new moon of March 1996 (18–21 March), as well as a sample of the individuals living
in the large forest during the same trapping nights. We used snap traps baited with a
piece of oiled cotton ribbon. Snap traps kill the trapped individuals at once, reducing
suffering. We obtained the necessary permits to perform this study from the corresponding
authorities. Traps were set in pairs to avoid saturation. Trapping stations were distributed
over the entire woodlot in fragments. In the forest, they were spaced 15 m along line
transects running >60 m away from borders [27] (Figure 1). We set six pairs of traps in
fragments <1 ha, eight pairs in the larger woodlots, and 100 pairs in two 50-pair transects
in the forest. We checked traps early in the morning (06:00–08:00 h GMT) and late in
the afternoon (17:00–19:00 h GMT). The individuals caught were placed in plastic bags
and transferred daily to the laboratory, where they were sexed, checked for levels of
reproductive activity, and measured (body mass to the nearest g with a spring balance and
condylobasal length (CBL) to the nearest 0.01 mm with a vernier calliper). We classified
mice as young if they were sexually inactive and had a CBL <23.0 mm and a body mass
<22 g, and as adults otherwise [25,30]. Skulls were frozen until processing them to extract
the lower mandibles. Mandibles were cleaned by boiling them in a water solution of NH4
(10%), followed by manual removal of soft tissues.
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2.2. Fluctuating Asymmetry of Lower Mandibles

To assess the developmental stability of wood mice, we used measures of fluctuating
asymmetry (FA), which is the deviation with respect to bilateral symmetry due to the
inability of an organism to execute its developmental program [31,32]. Hence, it can be used
as an indicator of environmental conditions during the development of individuals [31–34].
Even though the use of FA has been questioned [35,36], our manipulative experiment
allowed us to quantify shifts caused by food conditions in small forest fragments. In
addition, to test if FA is a reliable proxy of the nutritional status of wood mice from
different cohorts, we compared adult and young individuals. We expected higher FA
in young than in adult mice if higher FA reduced survival prospects, and no differences
otherwise [31].

The left and right sides of each lower mandible were separated at the mandibular
symphysis and placed under a 10X binocular magnifying glass. Digital photographs were
taken and processed with Motic Plus 2.0 software. To improve the robustness of our
findings, we used a multi-trait approach [37]. Six Euclidean distances among pairs of
landmark points were measured to the nearest 0.1 micrometer on the photographs of the
left and right sides (Figure 2). Landmark points and distances were selected following [38],
after removing landmarks for which any available hemimandible was broken. We used
the largest number of characters possible to compensate for the very low number of young
mice captured [30]. The manipulation and measurement of all mandibles were carried out
by the same person (N. Fermín).

Asymmetry was calculated as the absolute difference between the values of each
distance between the right and the left lower mandibles. Measurement error was estimated
from two repeated non-sequential measures of each character following [39]. The normality
of FA distributions values for each trait was analyzed by means of Kolmogorov–Smirnov
tests, and the centrality was measured using one-sample t-test against the null hypothesis
of zero mean asymmetry [40]. To remove the effects of character size on estimates of FA,
absolute values of asymmetry (averaged across the two measurements) were regressed
against character size and its squared value [41–43]. Standardized residuals of these regres-
sions for each trait were then added to produce a single composite index of asymmetry
for each individual mouse (see [41] for a similar approach). Alternative methods based on
geometric morphometrics [44] were not considered for consistency with recent work with
mice in natural populations [34].
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2.3. Statistical Analyses

To evaluate the effects of food supplementation on the condition of wood mice in-
habiting fragmented landscapes, we regressed composite values of fluctuating asymmetry
against forest type (control woodlots, food-supplemented woodlots, and continuous forest)
and mice age (adult vs. young). Linear models were adequate because standardized resid-
uals (and their sums) are always normally distributed [41–45]. Analyses were performed
using SPSS 28.0.

3. Results

Overall, we were able to capture 105 individual wood mice; however, in 21 (20%),
the snap traps damaged the skulls. Out of the remaining 87, most were adults (74; 89.3%;
Appendix A). The distribution of adult captures among forest treatments (28, 29, and
18 caught in control woodlots, food-supplemented woodlots, and the forest, respectively)
did not differ from 1/3:1/3:1/3 random expectations (χ2

2 = 2.96; p = 0.228). The distribution
of captures of young mice (3, 3, and 3, respectively) was also uniformly distributed among
treatments (χ2

2 = 0.00; p = 1.000).
Selected traits had measurement errors lower than 0.020% (mean = 0.007, range 0.003–0.012,

and n = 12 measurements). The measurement error of signed asymmetries varied between
0.004 and 16.363%, but the repeatability among independent measurements was very high
(>0.84; Table 1). The distributions of signed asymmetries did not differ from normality with
a mean of zero asymmetry, reflecting fluctuating asymmetries and not anti-symmetry or
directional asymmetry [33,40].

Table 1. Summary statistics for the six traits measuring fluctuating asymmetry in the lower mandible
of wood mice (n = 84). Sample sizes for the six mice groups considered (adults in control woodlots,
food-supplemented woodlots, and the forest, and young in these three forest categories) were 28,
29, 18, 3, 3, and 3, respectively. See text for details on methods to estimate measurement error
and repeatability.

Trait Measurement Error (%) Repeatability Mean (µm) SD (µm) Kolmogorov–Smirnov p (Mean = 0)

L-R
M1 2.359 0.976 171.3 392.5 p > 0.20 0.082

L-R
M2 0.037 1.000 11.1 144.5 p > 0.20 0.750

L-R
M3 13.679 0.863 −48.9 127.3 p > 0.20 0.122

L-R
M4 0.011 1.000 108.1 219.5 p > 0.20 0.052

L-R
M5 16.363 0.836 −4.3 192.1 p > 0.20 0.926

L-R
M6 0.004 1.000 −44.5 167.3 p > 0.20 0.276

The asymmetry index resulting from the combination of the six fluctuating asymme-
tries did not differ on average among age groups (F1, 78 = 0.00; p = 0.959) or forest treatments
(F2, 78 = 2.97; p = 0.057), but there was a significant treatment x age interaction (F2, 78 = 4.12;
p = 0.020). The asymmetry of adults did not differ among treatments (p > 0.427, post hoc
DMS tests; Figure 3). The asymmetry of young mice was higher in control woodlots than in
food-supplemented woodlots (p = 0.021) and in control woodlots than in forests (p = 0.015),
but it did not differ between food-supplemented woodlots and forests (p = 0.908; Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Mean (±SE) values of the asymmetry index of wood mice, Apodemus sylvaticus, according
to age and forest treatment (nadults = 28, 29, and 18; njuvenile= 3, 3, and 3; control, food-supplemented
woodlots and forest, respectively).

4. Discussion

The experimental field manipulation of food availability in fragmented forests im-
proved the developmental stability of juvenile mice from small woodlots to similar levels of
those found in continuous forests and adults. Differences in fluctuating asymmetry among
juvenile mice were an order of magnitude higher than they were for the rest of the individ-
uals (Figure 3). Given the low sample size of young mice populations (nine individuals
in total), further work should have been conducted to confirm the result presented here.
Nevertheless, juveniles were a minority in our study system (twelve percent of all captures),
and hence, obtaining larger sample sizes would have implied killing a high number of
individuals. Rather, we tried to extract as much information as possible from the material
already available that was obtained in a previous study where killing was necessary to
quantify the physiological and parasitological status of trapped mice (30). Despite the study
limitations, we believe that our results can shed some light on the effects of fragmentation
on wood mice, where positive and negative responses have been found [25,27,30]. Our
approach implied a food-addition experiment at landscape scales, and hence, we could link
shifts in FA with the changes in the nutritional status of individuals. In addition, the fact
that we found strong differences in FA despite our low sample sizes suggests a consistent
pattern of fragmentation effects in our study system. In general, low sample sizes tend to
inflate type II (not finding and existing effect) rather than type I errors (false effects) [45].

Previous work has shown that fluctuating asymmetry, the estimate we used to measure
developmental stability, is associated to the quality and quantity of food available during
development in a range of animal species, including humans [31,46–49]. Juvenile mice
showed the highest levels of fluctuating asymmetry in non-supplemented (control) small
woodlots. In addition, increased food supplies reduced fluctuating asymmetry to levels
similar to those found in forests, where the individual body condition is usually better [25].
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Thus, our results extend to juvenile wood mice’s previous evidence of food limitation in
adults wintering in Mediterranean fragmented forests [30]. After crop harvesting, wood
mice restrict their movements within woodlots, strongly relying on food available within
these areas [50,51]. In parallel, the emigration of individuals from croplands [24,51] and
the increased reproductive activity of mice [25,30] result in high densities within woodlots.
Such circumstances can lead to food depletion in woodlots [52], resulting in impoverished
breeding conditions [30], as suggested by the increased FA of young mice from woodlots.
Therefore, our results suggest that juveniles born in small woodlots had been more exposed
to food limitation during development than in continuous forests, probably due to source
monopolization by dominant individuals [53]. Increased FA of young mice from woodlots
suggest that newborn individuals may ultimately have lower life prospects. This could
explain why populations with high mice densities show lower growth rates, despite their
high fecundities [28]. To test this hypothesis, monitoring marked newborn individuals
from small woodlots (supplemented and control), as well as from forest areas, should be
conducted. Multi-season occupancy models fitted to monitoring data [54] could allow
testing whether the patterns of survival of the young mice that were proposed here are
true and whether these patterns could explain the population dynamics of wood mice in
fragmented oak forests.

In contrast to young mice, the developmental stability of adults did not differ between
woodlots and forest areas, and FA of adults was not sensitive to food supplementation.
Four main processes could explain this pattern: (a) lagged effects of food conditions in
the year previous to the food manipulation; (b) compensatory growth during spring and
summer of individuals with high levels of FA [55]; increased mortality of individuals with
high asymmetry levels [56,57]; and (d) recolonization of woodlots from adult individuals
born in the forest or the agricultural matrix [21,23]. Lagged effects of food condition
seemed unlikely. In non-manipulated woodlots, food conditions were similar to those of
the previous year. Therefore, under lagged effects, we would have expected differences in
FA between non-manipulated woodlots and forest.

Concerning compensatory growth, fluctuating asymmetry has been pointed out as an
indicator of environmental stress during the entire growth trajectory of individuals [58],
but also it has been suggested to only reflect early ontogenetic stages [59,60] or recent
exposure to stressors [61]. In fact, compensatory growth can decrease asymmetry during
development due to a left–right negative feedback [31,55,62]. Under such circumstances,
the effect of a stressor on FA should fade with time and only reflect the recent growth
story [63]. However, the short life span and early reproductive activity of wood mice [64]
would make such a compensatory mechanism unlikely, as mice born in fragments during
winter will reach adulthood in late spring–early summer, much before food conditions
have improved significantly in fragmented oak forests surrounded by cereal croplands [28].

Regarding developmental selection, it would imply higher mortality rates of individu-
als with higher FA [56]. This is consistent with the idea that developmental instability is
usually associated with lower growth rates of individuals and shorter life expectancy [31,65].
Specific mechanisms linking Apodemus sylvaticus mandible asymmetry and fitness are un-
known, although higher levels of FA in limb traits of wood mice have been related to
increased probabilities of being preyed [66]. Moreover, a consistent positive association
of FA levels in bones of extremities and mandible traits have been found in other rodent
species [46]. Moreover, since food-mediated survival has been suggested to be an important
driver of wood-mice population growth [28], higher mortality rates among more asym-
metrical mice would also be expected. Therefore, we believe that an increased mortality of
individuals with higher FA is a plausible explanation of the similar values found in adults,
as well as the strong differences found in young mice.

Finally, the migration of adult mice born in larger forests or the agricultural matrix to
small fragments before harvest could also explain similar levels of FA among adults. In agri-
cultural landscapes, the inter-patch movement of mice has been previously reported [67],
and mice can move seasonally among fragments when they exploit the agricultural ma-
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trix [21,23,24]. Moreover, home-range expansion before harvest could favor the exchange
of individuals between woodlots and the forest. Seasonal fluctuations in home ranges have
been widely documented in other study areas (see [51] and references therein), although
there is still little information for Mediterranean areas (see [68] and references therein).
To evaluate whether the levels of FA found in adults respond to developmental selection,
to source–sink dynamics between woodlots and forests, or both, large-scale studies with
marked individuals would be needed [29,67]. Mark–recapture studies of newborn individ-
uals could shed some light in this regard. Moreover, multi-season occupancy models (54)
could provide information about the role of small woodlots on metapopulation dynamics.
In particular, whether small woodlots act as ecological traps [69] despite their high densities
and advanced reproduction as compared to forest areas [17,28,30].

5. Conclusions

Our manipulative approach allowed us to quantify the consequences of food limitation
on the development of wood mice. We found clear-cut patterns of increased fluctuating
asymmetry in young mice born in small woodlots, which were attenuated with food
supplementation treatments. This supports previous work reporting that food depletion
is an important factor limiting the breeding of wood mice in fragmented landscapes
despite their generalist habits [30]. We expected adult mice to show lower values of FA
than juveniles, as well as differences between small woodlots and forests in both adult
and young mice if populations in fragments and forests were stable and showed little
interchange of individuals (see [25]). However, the lack of differences between woodlot
types and treatments was surprising. The increased mortality of individuals with high
levels of FA and inter-patch migration could explain such patterns. Future work analyzing
these two plausible mechanisms will be important to clarify the impacts of FA on the
population dynamics of wood mice. Wood mice are keystone modulators of holm oak
recruitment [16,17], as well as staple food for predators [13–15]. Hence, understanding
mechanisms driving wood mice population dynamics in fragmented forest landscapes will
be essential to understand, and eventually manage, the ecosystem processes affected by
forest fragmentation.
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Appendix A
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